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second language teaching
an overview of methods
by anna uhl chamot and denise mckeon

various methodologies for second lan-
guage

abingating in humanistic psychology cognitive
teaching have been popular at differ-

ent
affective and interactive teateachinglearningteachingchinglchinalearninglearning

times during the 1960s the audio objectives are interwoven so that whole
lingual approach where students memorize person learning is achieved four com-

ponentsset dialogues then manipulate sentences form the basis of this approach
modeled by teachers in drills was the 1 here and now teaching where instruct-

orsaccepted approach with the emergence focus on the interests preferences
of new linguistic and psychological re-
search

activities and plans of individual students in
in the 1970s the popularity of the developing language exercises 2 student

audiolingualAudio lingual approach diminished generated output which is used as class
content for additional language practice 3

since then approaches that employ interpersonal sharing where students com-
municatethe selection of methods and techniques municate their interests and feelings to each

matched to the individual needs of the other on a one to one basis or in group
students have evolved emphasis has been discussions and 4 the use of language as a
placed on all four language skills listening tool to help students increase self awareness
reading speaking and writing rather than and to promote personal growth
just on oral skills linguistic accuracy has
been emphasizeddeemphasizedde and communication of counseling learningleaming or

has been learnermeaning encouraged community language learning
centered activities have replaced teacher
directed drilling of correct sentence patterns counseling learning or community lan-

guagein curriculum planning language is now learning was developed by charlesoften classified by the function it serves curran as a humanistic approach involvingand the notion it expresses rather than the learners whole person through the usesolely by its grammatical structure of incounseling psychology techniques
this approach teachers are the facilitatorsmost methodologies have been developed and the classroom emphasis is on sharedfor adult second language learners the task oriented activities where students andadaptability of these methodologies to teachers cooperate in aiding each othersecond language learners withyounger in the beginning students sit in a circlethe exception of total physical response
and communicate freely with each otherand natural approach methodologies has in their native languages teachers ornot been demonstrated with increasing knowersknowelsknowers remain outside the circle andresearch evidence in various learning styles translate the conversation into the targetit is probable that no particular method language which the students periods

will be equally effective with all students repeat
of silence and an unpressured atmosphere
give students time to think about the targethere brief of offare descriptions some language they are hearing A tape of thethe second methodolmethmethodolo-

gies
odolodoilanguage learning session may be made and played at the end

that have gained recognition since of the class if students wish teachers
the early 1970s write all or part of the target language

conversation and briefly explain its struc-
tureconfluent language education

beverly galyean describes confluent security and acceptance are emphasized
language education as an approach origin in the classroom and are exemplified
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through the students mutual support master the sound patterns of the target
system the teachers sensibilities and coun-
seling

language greater emphasis is placed on
skills and the use of the native lan-

guage
vocabulary development achieved through

and translation in the early stages the use of specific visual aids
of instruction

the silent way suggestopedy suggestopedia
and suggestologySuggestology

the silent way is a humanistic approach
to second language instruction first intro-
duced

suggestopedy suggestopedia and suggest
by its developer caleb gattegno in tologycology are labels attached to the method-

ology1963 however this approach was not developed by bulgarian psychiatrist
widely known until the mid 1970s the georgi lozanov this approach is based on
theory behind the silent way is based on three principles 1 students should enjoy
several general principles 1 teaching is rather than struggle against what they are
subordinate to learning 2 students learn doing 2 students conscious and uncon-

sciousby listening to each other rather than reactions are inseparable and 3

teachers and 3 greater progress is made students reserve powers must be mobil-
ized leading to newer faster and a more
permanent kind of learning

denise mckeon is senior trainerco
ordinator of support services for the students insecurity and resistance to the
georgetown university bilingual edu-
cation

new language are diminished through the
service center in washington planned use of nonverbal techniques clas-

sicalDC she has taught in ESL bilingual music and comfortable aesthetic
education programs for students in surroundings infantilization or a child-

likegrades K 8 and adult basic education trust in the system is fostered in stu-
dentsher previous publications include both passive and active sessions

the four phases of teaching and are conducted in passive sessions students
learning a second language with listen to long dialogues explained by teach-

ersjoanna scully escobar in the adult and presented in dramatic readings
basic educationftesoleducationltesol handbook accompanied by music selected to lower
and testing and teaching commu-
nicatively

the mental barriers students have toward
handicapped hispanicrispank child-

ren
new linguistic systems in active sessions

coeditedco edited with heidi dulay and students use materials from the dialogues
marina burt to interact with each other in the new

language

through self evaluation than through teach
er evaluation A unique feature of this the natural approach
methodology is the use of wall charts and
colored rods to establish the reference the natural approach based on the
to meaning in the beginning levels of in-
struction

work of tracy terrell and stephen krashen
st proposes instructional techniques that

facilitate the natural acquisition of a lan-
guagesilence is used by both teachers and this approach which encourages

students to provide time for contem-
plating

language acquisition by developing pro-
ficiencythe sound and structure of the ficiency without direct or conscious re-
coursetarget language teachers point to a wall to the formal rules of the language

chart of symbols which stand for syllables is based on two principles 1 speech is not
of spoken language and are color coded to taught directly but rather acquired by under-

standingindicate similar sound patterns represented what is being communicated
by the symbols students initially pro-
nounce

comprehensible input in low anxiety en-
vironmentsthe syllables in the target language vironments and 2 speech emerges in

in a chorus then individually As students natural stages
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this approach focuses on successful ready and communication is uninterrupted
expression of meaning rather than on by corrections during a one hour lesson
correctness of form an initial silent period between 12 and 36 new lexical items may
where students develop speech is a pre-
requisite

be introduced students are permitted to
to actual speech production by ask questions in their native languages only

students teachers accept all attempts by at the end of the class the total physical
students to communicate regardless of the response method has been used to teach a
accuracy of form or language of expression variety of languages and has been the subject
expansions not translations of incorrect of experimental studies showing impressive
or incomplete communication by the stu-
dents

language gain including retention and trans-
ferare provided by teachers as is natural of oral skills to reading and writing

in two way communication thus con-
versation skills in the target language emerge
but are not specifically taught edited by jane swartzloff national

clearinghouse for bilingual education

total physical response TPR reprinted with permission from NCBE
memototal physical response was developed

by psychologist james asher as a method
for second language teaching that parallels references

anna uhl chamot is manager of res-
earch

asher james J 1979 learning another
information services at the language through actions the complete

teachers guidebook los gatos califnational clearinghouse for bilingual
education she has taught in both sky oak productions

university and inservice ESL and bi-
lingual blair robert W ed 1982 innovativeteacher education programs for
elementary and secondary education approaches to language teaching rowley

house publishers incshe is an ESL textbook author whose mass newbury
writing has also been published mini curran charles A 1976 counselingvarious journals and books on ESL
currently she is project director for learningleaming in second languages apple

river ill111111.iiiliiili river press
a study funded by the UUSS depart-
ment

apple
of education to survey the

elenbaas carmen T 1983 putting lan-
guage

literature on ESL in public education
acquisition theory to practice in

the classroom ERIC ED 226587
first language acquisition sequences this
approach is based on three key ideas 1 galyean beverly 1977 A confluent de-

signunderstanding the spoken language precedes for language teaching TESOL
speaking 2 understanding is developed quarterly 2 2 143156143 156
through students body movements and
3 speech should not be forced as stu-

dents
gattegno caleb teachingteachingforeignforeign languages

naturally reach a readiness point in schools the silent way second edi-
tionwhen speech becomes spontaneous new york NY educational
solutions

during instruction commmandscommmands are given
in the second language and acted out first by krashen stephen and tracy terrell 1983
teachers then by the students allowing them the natural approach language acqui-

sitionto perceive the meaning of the commands in the classroom oxford eng-
landwhile hearing the language As the com-

mands
pergamon press

become more complex visual aids
are used to enrich the students vocabulary lantolf james P 1983 silent way in the
students begin speaking when they are university setting ERIC ED 236942
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lozanov georgi 1978 suggestologySuggestology and and alpha brainwavebrainwave production of lan-
guageoutlines for suggestopedy english trans-

lation
learners TESOL quarterly 17

new york NY gordon and 1 I1 5175 17
breach science publishers

wolfe david E and gwendolyn jones
1982 integrating total physical res-
ponsevanvanekjaVanEkek JA 1977 the threshold level for strategy in level I11 spanish for-
eignmodemmodern language learning in schools language annals 15 4 27380273 80the council of europe london long-

man zuern guenther 1982 from action to
english reality in the classroom TESL

michael J and germaine tilneywagner talkatalk3talktaik 133 1 929792 97
1983 effect of superlearningsuper learning tech-
niques on the vocabulary acquisition




